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Truly a world car from bumper to bumper, this is more
than a 5-door supermini with large car comforts. It's
more than a great city car.
Matiz is designed by people all over the world for
people to enjoy all over the world. This is about driving
unconventional thinking over the horizon. The best ideas
from all over the planet, parked outside your front door.
Welcome to the global village.
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M A T I Z

The Sunday sun has attracted quite a crowd outside your favourite restaurant. Not a single pair
of eyes are looking at the menu.
Styled in Italy, the Matiz immediately captivates
you with its distinctive, aerodynamic form.
It simply oozes personality. Stylish, original, fun
and yet... tough.
The large, rounded, panoramic windscreen
seems to be an extension of the bonnet. Giving
a distinctive, one angle theme. Large oval
headlamps give the Matiz a wide-eyed look that
echoes the car's enthusiasm for fun and
adventure. The front air intake adds a
sympathetic smile.
A distinct groove, which extends horizontally to
the rear of the car accentuates the bonnet. The
slim roof line and aerodynamic side profile
seems to echo an MPV people carrier. Unique
side view mirrors appear sculpted by the wind.
Integrated broadened wheel fenders accentuate
the wheels, giving a muscular look. The whole
rear design appears to focus your eye on the
exquisitely shaped rear light cluster.
The Matiz comes in three grades, S, SE and CD.

Alloy wheels

Photo: Matiz SE

Rear combination lamps

STYLISH

it's a small world

In designing the Matiz, we put together
a team of the best designers and
engineers from around the globe.
Not surprisingly, the Matiz boasts
Italian styling, British engineering,
German technology, Japanese ergonomics, American eco-friendliness. And
Korean openness to global ideas.
It was even tested to extremes in
remote and inhospitable parts of India,
Sweden and Australia.
The result? A distinctive 5-door
minicar powered by an 800cc 3cylinder engine. Whatever you want
out of a small car, the Matiz speaks
your language.
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SPORTY

all aboard

Introducing the Matiz CD. The latest addition to the family.
It has all the familiar Matiz characteristics, but it definitely
has its own personality.
It’s sportier, for a start. And with features like a roof rack*,
it’s the one around the house who likes to give a hand with
the heavy lifting. It can take a 50kg load in one go.
And wherever you go, strategically placed projection type
fog lamps guide you safety to your destination.
The Matiz likes to dress well, too. It knows that small
details make a big difference.
Which is why it favours the subtle understatement of body
coloured door mirrors and the elegance of chrome and
body coloured door handles.
Yet it likes to stand out from the crowed, too.
A special Matiz CD decal projects its personality its own
unique way.

* : optional

Roof bars

Fog lamp

Photo: Matiz CD

MATIZ CD

do your own thing!

ERGONOMIC

the temptation
to touch is just
too much.
Like the exterior, the interior also appears to be sculpted
by the winds of change. You are surrounded by round,
smooth, windswept forms that look like, and are, very
youthful. Yet very useful.
Centrally located within your field of vision, the
instruments are large and simple and attract the eye
without distracting your attention from the road.
Fine detail is the fine art of the Matiz interior. Every
control is designed to be within easy reach and operate
without effort. Even with long fingernails.
Large, stylish air vents cool and warm in seconds. These
are multi-directional face level vents and are designed for
maximum effectiveness.
The two-spoke steering wheel is dual collapsible for your
safety. When you specify an airbag, the steering wheel
becomes 4-spoke, which offers even greater feel and
comfort.

Washer controls

Digital clock (SE, CD)
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COMFORTING

Matiz: the 5-door essential car

the great
indoors
The first surprise is that it has five doors.
Unusual. Now step inside for an even

local town. For better

Storage pockets

forward visibility for the driver, the

bigger surprise. The space. We're not

bonnet is steeply raked. Giving the Matiz an

suggesting you'll see herds of migrating

impression of a small MPV (multi purpose vehicle.)

wild animals, but the leg, head and

Newly designed bucket type seats hold your body

storage pockets for maps and so on. A cup holder is

shoulder room is surprisingly

firmly in place and help support heavy loads. Similar

a useful feature of the floor mounted centre console.

generous. Raised seats front and

in design, the rear seats can be flat folded 60/40

Depending on the grade of your Matiz, handy

rear ensure you glide into them

(option) to handle a variety of cargo. Behind the rear

features like power windows and a sun roof are

rather than fall into them.

seats there's ample space for a regular size spare

available. And now for the music. If you're into hi-fi,

The rear seats are

wheel and luggage. There's even a shelf over this

then the optional four speaker system and a CD

comfort personified.

luggage area.

changer is for you. For the rest of us, the high quality

And offer a high com-

In fact, we'll say it again. Attention to detail is the art

sound system, together with the sound dampened

manding view over

of the Matiz. A front height-adjustable headrest

interior, turn the Matiz into anything from a concert

the wilds of your

ensure your absolute comfort. There are large

hall to quiet place for a chat.

Cupholder

Glove box
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MULTI-PURPOSE

M A T I Z

PERFORMANT

1 x 3 = 800cc

There was a time when some people wouldn't be

The smooth, 5-speed manual transmission is a joy.

seen in anything less than a V8. How times have

You can also select your Matiz with a 5-speed

changed. New technology means that you don't

electronic auto clutch. It operates like an auto

need eight or six or even four cylinders. You can

transmission and is very easy to use, especially for

now get your kicks with three.

women. The city, town, winding road, straight

After three years in development, we finally

motorway.... whatever kind of road conditions and

arrived at an engine that was not only eco-friendly,

surfaces you have ever encountered, the famous

but ego-friendly, too.

test ground at Millbrook, UK, has recreated it.

This 800cc engine is unusual in the fact that it has

During the record 29 months of designing and

three cylinders and six valves. And with a top

building the Matiz, we put it through its paces at

speed is 144 km/h, it has all the power you need.

Millbrook.

In fact, this remarkably light and silent engine

The result?

delivers 37.5 kW/ 51PS output at 5,900 rpm.

Even without power steering, handling is

Which isn't nor- mal. It's extraordinary.

impressive. It fills you with confidence, whether on

The Matiz is a stranger to the fuel pump thanks to

straight roads or sharp corners.

its amazing fuel efficiency and 35-litre fuel tank.

In short, the Matiz suspension system delivers the

The engine also features a special plastic intake

right balance between ride comfort and sure han-

manifold and fuel line developed in the USA.

dling.
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PROTECTIVE

put your valuables
in a safe place
The Matiz has not one, but two levels of safety. Those that deal with
accident avoidance (active safety) and those that deal with passenger
protection (passive safety). In both areas the Matiz not only meets,
but exceeds the stringent demands of the tough European safety

Crash test

regulations.
Starting with passive safety, the Matiz features front and rear
crumple zones, a reinforced roof and side door side protection
measures. The Matiz is also available with dual airbags. In the event
the car rolls over, a specially designed plastic fuel tank prevents
leakage.
In the area of active safety, large diameter front disc and rear drum
brakes provide impressive stopping power. To ensure you stop
effectively and quickly, we have installed powerful, direct acting 7-

Airbag

inch servo brake boosters.
Anti lock brakes system (ABS) is available to help you maintain
control when faced with a variety of driving hazards.
Thinking not only of you, but also other drivers, the Matiz features a

Passive safety

headlamp leveller to prevent glare for oncoming traffic.

ELR seat belts

•

Strengthened B-pillar

•
Dual collapsible
steering column

•

Side impact
protection beams

Active safety

•
Child lock

•

• Front disc brakes

• Excellent all-round visibility

• Rear drum brakes

• Seatbelt warning indicator

• 7-inch servo brake boosters

• Rear window defogger

• Rear windscreen wiper with washer

• Anti lock brakes system(optional)

Dual airbags
(Optional)

•
High tensile
strength steel

•

2.5 MPH bumper

•
Door open warning lamp

Photo: Matiz SE

GRADES

It’s what’s inside
that counts

Each grade in the Matiz family shares the

The Matiz CD is the young, futuristic,

same big-hearted personality. The Matiz,

vibrant character. One highlighted by

after all, is surprisingly spacious for its

sporty beige seats and door trim.

class. And each one is a master at making

It also makes innovative use of a new metal

their guests feel at home.

grain material for its central instrument

While they all share these common

panel. Echoing the exterior, the inside

characterastics, each has its own distinct

door handles are an attractive combination

inner strengths.

of metal grain and chrome.

CD
Same as Matiz S and SE grades
plus new beige bucket type seats, metal grain centre
instrument panel, chrome and metal grain interior door
handles, chrome and body-coloured exterior door
handles, front fog lamp, body coloured out side rear view
mirror.

SE
Same as Matiz S grade plus
tinted window glass, body
coloured bumper, digital clock,
adjustable wing mirror, exhaust trim ring, light on buzzer, sunshade
co-driver’s and driver’s side vanity mirror, door open warning lamp.

S
Child security door lock, front height adjustable headrests, cup
holder.

Rear wiper

Large capacity boot

Even though Matiz is the most affordable
Daewoo available, it's filled with these high-quality
passenger-pleasing conveniences.
Digital clock (SE, CD)

Audio with CD player

Power windows

Auto door locks

Rear spoiler (SE, CD)

Foldable side mirrors

SE

CD

DIMENSIONS & WEIGHTS
Curb weight
Gross vehicle weight (kg)
Min. turning radius (m)
Fuel tank capacity (litres)
Trunk capacity (litres), SAE
Trunk capacity seat down (litres), SAE

776
1210
4.5
35
104
512

ENGINE & TRANSMISSION
Type
Displacement (cm3)
Bore x stroke (mm)
Compression ratio
Max.output (kW/rpm) (ISO)
Max.torque (Nm/rpm) (ISO)
Fuel system (MPI=Multi-point injection)
Final gear ratio MT
Gearbox

SOHC 2V
796
68.5 x 72
9.3 : 1
37.5 / 5900 (51PS)
68.6 / 4600 (7.0kg.m)
MPI
4.444
MT-5

PERFORMANCE & FUEL COMSUMPTION
Max. speed MT/AT (km/h)
Acceleration MT/AT(0 -100 km/h) (s)
Gradeability
Fuel consumption urban MT (1/100 km) (EEC 93/116)
Fuel consumption extra urban MT (1/100 km) (EEC 93/116)
Fuel consumption combined MT (1/100 km) (EEC 93/116)

Sunroof (SE, CD)

Seatback pocket (SE, CD)

S

BRAKES & SUSPENSION
Circuit
Brakes front/rear
Suspension front/rear
Wheels standard (optional)
Tyres standard (optional)

EQUIPMENT

EQUIPMENT

SPECIFICATIONS

1,485

144
17
0.42
8.4
5.2
6.4

2,340
3,495
1,485

diagonal split
disc/drum
McPherson strut/Isolating trailing Iink
4.5 Jx13
4.5 Jx13(alloy)
145/70R13 (155/65R13)
155/65R13

1,315
1,495

S

SE

CD

EXTERIOR
Rear spoiler
Tinted window glass
Outside rear view mirror, body color
Outside Door handle-Chrome & Body color
Body coloured bumper
Sunroof
Roof carrier
Exhaust trim ring
Alloy wheels
Front fog lamp, Projection Type

❍
❍
-

❍
●
●
❍
❍
●
❍
❍

❍
●
●
●
●
❍
❍
●
❍
●

INTERIOR & SEAT TRIM
Front seats sliding and reclining
Headrest height adjustable, front
Vanity mirror, driver’s & co-driver’s side
Folding seat 60:40
Metallic grain I/P Center

●
●
-

●
●
●
❍
-

●
●
●
❍
●

COMFORT & CONVENIENCE
Cup holder
Power steering
Front power window
Central door lock
Air-conditioning
Digital clock

●
❍
❍
❍
-

●
❍
❍
❍
❍
●

●
❍
❍
❍
❍
●

SAFETY FEATURES
ABS
Child security door lock
Air-bag, (driver/dual)
Light on Buzzer
Door open warning lamp

●
❍
-

❍
●
❍
●
●

❍
●
❍
●
●

AUDIO SYSTEM
ETR, AM/FM stereo radio cassette 25w x 4Ch
Speaker, 2ea (front)
Speaker, 2ea (rear)
Roof antenna
CD changer

❍
●
❍
●
❍

❍
●
❍
●
❍

❍
●
❍
●
❍

SECURITY SYSTEM
Car alarm & Keyless entry system

-

❍

●: Standard

❍: Option

❍
_ : Not available

1,280
1,495

✼Daewoo Motor Co.,Ltd.
reserves the right to alter any
details of specifications and
equipment without prior notice.
Details of specifications and
equipment are also subject to
change to suit local conditions and
requirements.
Please inquire at your local
dealers for details of any such
changes that might be required
for your area.
✼NOTE:Vehicles pictured in this
catalog may vary from models
available in your area.
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GOLDEN YELLOW
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75U
ORANGE COPPER
(metalic)

85U
DARK SAPPHIRE
(solid)

46U
LEAF GREEN
(metalic)

10L
CASABLANCA WHITE
(solid)

29U
SKY BLUE
(metalic)

92U
POLY SILVER
(metalic)

73L
SUPER RED
(solid)

The Daewoo model range, specification and equipment
may vary from market to market, so some of the
models pictured may not correspond to the models
available in the country of publication.
While all reasonable efforts have been made to ensure
the accuracy of the information provided in this catalogue, Daewoo Motor Co.,Ltd. reserves the right to
change specification without notice.

DAEWOO MOTOR CO.,LTD.

YOUR LOCAL DEALER

426-1, CHONG CHON-2-DONG, PUPYONG-GU
INCHON, 403-032, KOREA
TEL: (82-32) 510-2825/6
FAX: (82-32) 510-2830, 510-2838

MKTG-990730 MATIZ(LHD)-EC1 10,000 Printed in Korea

25U
COBALT BLUE
(solid)

